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Abstract
Digital tries occur in a variety of compllter and communication algorithms including
symbolic manipulations, compiling, comparison based searching and sorting, digital retrieval
techniques, algorithms on strings, file systems, codes and communication protocols. We
study the depth of the PATRICIA trie in a probabilistic framework. The PATRICIA trle is
a digital tree in which nodes that would otherwise have only one branch have been collapsed
into nodes having more than one branch. Because of this characteristic, the depth of the
PATRICIA trie provides a measure on the compression of the keys stored in the trie. Here
we consider n independent keys that are random strings of symbols from a V-ary alphabet
where the occurrence of the i-th symbol of the alphabet in a key is given by pi, i = 1,2, ... , V.
This model is known as the Bernoulli model. We show that the limiting distribution in the
asymmetric case (Le., symbols from the alphabet do not occur with the same probability) is
normal with mean log n/H +0(1) and variance c·log n+O(1) where c is an explicit constant.
In the symmetric case, which surprisingly proved to be more difficult, we present a limiting
generating function, the limiting distribution, and as a result of these, the moments [or the
depth. In either case, our results lead us to the conclusion that the PATRICIA trie is with
high probability a well-balanced tree.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper establishes the limiting distribution for the depth of keys in a PATRICIA
trie. A PATRICIA trie 1s a variation of the trie, a. well-known tree structure, which is a
frequently used data structure in many applications of computer science and telecommuni-

cations. These applications include dynamic hashing [5, 7], data compression [1], [2], pattern
matching [1], and conflict resolution algorithms for broadcast communications [3, 13].
The depth of a leaf in a trie, also known as depth of insertion or successful search time,
is the number of internal nodes on the path from the root of the trle to the leaf. It is of
particular interest since

jt

provides useful information in many applications. For example,

when keys are stored in the leaves of the trie, the depth of a key gives an estimate of the
search time for that key in searching and sorting algorithms [20]. Depth also gives the length
of a conflict resolution session for tree-based communication protocols or, in compression
algorithms, provides the length of a substring that may be copied or compressed [1].
The primary purpose of a trie is to store a set 8 of keys. Each key X =

XtX2Xa •••

is a

finite or infinite string of symbols taken from a finite alphabet :E = {Wi, ... ,wv}. The trie
over 8 is built recursively as follows. For

lSI =

0, the trie is, of course, empty. For

lSI =

I,

trie(8) is a single node. If lSI> 1,8 is split into V subsets S},82, ..,Sv so that a, key is in
Sj if its first symbol is

Wj'

The tries trie(St), trie(S2), ... ,trie(Sv) are constructed in the

same way except that at the k-th step, the splitting of sets is based on the k·th symbol.
They are then connected from their respective roots to a single node to create trie(S). A
trie may have nodes with only one branch leading from it and it is this waste of space which
the PATRIGIA trie eliminates by collapsing one-way branches into a single node. Thus the
depth of a key in a PATRICIA trie may be less than that of the same key in a regular trje.
Consider the following example. Let A = {0,1,2} and S = {A,B,G,D,E,F} as defined
in Figure 1. Then, PATRICIA built over the set S is shown in Figure 1. We can also vary
both the trie and PATRICIA trie to a more general structure by allowing a leaf to hold
at most b keys [7, 12). This is the case in algorithms for extendible hashing in which the
capacity of a page or other storage unit is b.
Tries have been analyzed by many authors under various probabilistic models, most
having independent keys [7, 12, 24, 16, 18, 22]. Frequently the symbols of A are also
independent with Pr{xj =

wd

= Pi for any j where L:Y::tPi = 1, and we do adopt these

assumptions in th.is paper. Such a model is known as the Bernoulli model provided the
number of keys n is flXed. If PI = P2 = ... = pv = l/V, then the distribution of symbols
is symmetric, else it is asymmetric. Studies of the binary symmetric model have been
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A = 000
B = 010
C = 012

D = 100
E = 200
F = 221

Figure 1: Example of a 3-ary digital trie with n = 6.
carried out by Knuth [20]. Flajolet [7], and Kirschenhofer and Prodinger [16]. The variance

of the depth was also obtained in [16J (see also [18D. The limiting distribution for the
depth of a regular trie was obtained independently by Jacquet and Regnier {I2] (limiting
distribution), Pittel [22] (limiting distribution), and Szpankowski [24] (all moments for

the asymmetric independent model). The limiting distribution of depth in tries using a
Markovian dependency among symbols is presented by Jacquet and Szpankowski in [14]'
Plttel [21] has proved convergence in probability for the depth D n for a general dependency
among symbols.
PATRICIA tries have not been studied as extensively but the moments of the successful
search for the asymmetric model (see also [20] for the binary case), and moments of the
unsuccessful search for binary symmetric model have been obtained in Szpankowski [25],
and the variance of the external path length by Kirschenhofer et al. [18)' Pittel [22] provided
the leading term in the convergence in probability asymptotics for the depth and the height.
Also, Devroye [4] has obtained results for depth and height of PATRICIA tries under a
model in which the keys are random variables with a continuous density

f on [0,1]. In

this paper we extend all of these results by obtaining the convergence in distribution of the
depth in the Bernoulli model. From the probabilistic view point, this is the best and the
strongest possible result regarding typical behavior of the depth in the PATRICIA.
Assuming independence among keys as well as symbols, our aim is to analyze the limiting
distribution of the depth for a PATRICIA trie. In order to accomplish this we will use the
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Poisson transform and study the Poisson model in which the number of keys in the trie
follows a Poisson distribution with parameter n. After deriving results for this model, we
will make use of the inverse Poisson transform to get the results for our Bernoulli model.

In either model, the distribution of the depth in the asymmetric case is asymptotically a
Gaussian-like distribution. In our analysis of this, we use properties of the Mellin transform
and follow the method suggested by Jacquet and Regnier in [12]. However, in the symmetric
case where we obtain very different results, another approach is necessary.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section will give all necessary definitions
and tools not yet defined. It will also give a statement of the main results and consequences
of our findings. In the last section we will prove all the results given in the second section.

2. MAIN RESULTS
Before making precise statements of our results, it is necessary to give some definitions
and notation. We let the random variable D n be the depth of a randomly chosen key in a
PATRICIA trie holding n keys. Also we let D~ be the probability that the depth of a key is
k when the PATRICIA trie holds n keys, that is, k is the length of the path from the root

to a randomly selected key. Then Dn(u) is the ordinary generating function, and D(z, u) is
the Poisson generating funclion where
00

Dn(u) = LD~uk
k=O

zn
D(z,u)~ LDn(u)-,'-"
n-'='O
n.
00

The first function, Dn(u), is used in the Bernoulli model where the number of keys is fixed
at n, and the probability of generating the i-th symbol from the alphabet A is equal to Pi
for 1;:; i

~

V. When z is real, D(z,u) is the generating function for the Poisson model in

which the number of keys in the trie follows a Poisson distribution with parameter z. These
functions are well-defined for any complex numbers z and u such that
in our analysis we need to extend analytically the functions to
When we replace u by

et

luI <

lui < 1 + 6 for

1. However,

some 6

> O.

where t is a complex number, we obtain the characteristic function

of the respective distribution.
We summarize the main results of our study in the following theorems. The first theorem
gives a complete characterization of the asymptotic behavior of the depth in a PATRICIA
trie under a Bernoulli model with an asymmetric alphabet.

THEOREM 1. Consider the asymmetric model of PATRICIA tries described above.

Then,
4

(i) For large n the average ED n depth of a PATRICIA trie is
1
ED n = H logn + 0(1)
and the variance var Dn of the depth is
varD n =
where

H = - EY:=l Pi log Pi

n 2H3
-H2
logn+O(l)

is the entropy of the allJhabet, and

H2 = EY:=l Pi log2 Pi·

(ii) The random variable (~)
is asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance
vaT n
one, that is,

lim Pr{D.. :5 ED n

n-+cx>

+ x·/varD n }

=

V

=121l"

l' ,-t,

I'dt.

-00

In addition, for all integer m the following convergence in moments holds

where the RHS of the above presents moments of the normal distribution [6]. •
The second theorem provides the limiting generating function as well as the limiting
distributioll for the symmetric case. Proofs for both theorems are presented in the next
section.

THEOREM 2. Consider the symmetric model of PATRICIA tries described above.
(i) Limiting Generating Function. The limiting generating function Dn ( tt) fOl' the depth
in a PATRICIA trie for large n is
I
o(u)
logu
1"
D.. (u) = uogvnexp{ _ _ - - - + - - L..,g·(s.,u)n-"}
log V

where

Sk

log V

2

',0

1
+ 0(-)
yn

(1)

= 2trikjlog V, k =fi 0,

oo
e- Z log z
dz
o(u) = (1-u)1.o ,
'+.(1-, ,)
and
g"'(s, u)
where a(u) is defined fOl'

U

:=;

l

(2)

OQ

log[e- Z + u(l- e- Z )]zS-ldz

(3)

¢ (-00,0].

(ii) Limiting Distribution. Let ko = llogvnJ and q = e- n/

yko

. Roll an asymmetric die

ko times with ihe probability of success equal to qyj on the j-th roll. Let Xl be the number of
5

successes. Roll anotllel" asymmetric die infinitely many times with the probability of success
on the j-th roll being qV-i . Let X2 be the number of failures. Then asymptotically

Pr{Dn -logyn S x} = PriX, - Xl S x}

+O(I/Jn)

.

(4)

and Xl and X 2 are independent. Moreover, this characterization leads to

where

~

L: Bm(yym-I)e- vym -,

fP(y) =

(5)

m=O

and

L:

Bm(z) = e-"

II(e(V-*/Yi -I)

JC(1,2, ... j

jeJ

IJI=m

In particular, Bo(z)

= e-

Z

and BI(z)

= e-zI:~I(e(V-I)z/Vi -1) .•

Remarks.

(i) Symmetric PATRICIA. Although the limiting djstribution is computed here for the first
time, it was shown previously [20] that for large n the average ED n depth of a PATRICIA
trie is

ED n = logy n

,

I

+ -og1
Y + logy(1 -I/y) + - + PI(logn)
2

and the variance varD n of the depth is constant, more precisely [16], [25]

varD n =

~: + 2- -

610g V

12

IT (I + yl) + P,(logy n)

I 2 y log
og
j=l

J

where"y = 0.577 is the Euler constant, and PI(logvn) and P2(logvn) are fluctuating
functions of very small amplitude. We also obtain these results from the limiting generating
function of (1). These formulas follow directly from

oUI

limiting distribution (4). Indeed,

using (5) we can write

lim Pr{D n -logyn S x} = FI(x) 1,(x)

n_~

where
~

F,(x) =

L: Bn,(V-x+m-I)exp(_y-x(ym-t -I)).
m=O

The above implies that asymptotically D n -logy n = Zl

+ Z2 where Zl and Z2 are indepen-

dent and Zl has the the standard extreme distribution (i.e., the so called double exponential
6

distribution exp( _eX)) F1(x) while Z2 is distributed according to F2(x). It is well known
that EZj = ,/log V -1/2 and varZj = ~'/(6log' V)+1/12, where the terms 1/2 and 1/12
are Sheppard's corrections for continuity (d. [15]) of the average value and the variance
respectively. This directly leads to our formulas on the average value ED n and the variance

va1'Dn of the depth. In fact, as discussed in Remark (iii) below, logv n
as the depth in regular tries.

+ Zl is distributed

(ii) Aldous' representation/or the symmetric case. For completeness, we include an obser·
vation of D. Aldous who points out that the problem of depth in the symmetric PATRICIA
trie can be alternatively described in the following way. Consider an infinite row of boxes,
and box i has a Poisson with mean V-i(l_ l/V) number of balls. Let D'!: be the number
of the rightmost box containing a ball and G be the number of empty boxes to the left of
box D~. In terms of tries, D~ gives the depth of a key in a regular symmetric trie and
G gives the number of non-branching nodes on the path from the root to the key (in the
Poisson model). Thus the depth in a PATRICIA trie D?: is given by D:: -G. Unfortunately,
the random variables D~ and G are dependent, and therefore this representation is rather
useless for the limiting distribution analysis. However, it is interesting to note that in the
symmetric binary case, PriG = d} = 2- d as is shown by Knuth in American Math Monthly

(vol. 94, p.189).
(iii) Comparison with regular tries. When considering either the case of a symmetric or
asymmetric alphabet, we can make the following observations. Although the expected
depth of either the regular or PATRICIA trie is logn/H

+ 0(1),

the constant is not the

same. Examination of this constant shows that the expected depth of a regular trie is
greater than that of a PATRICIA trie. More importantly, the variaJ1.ce of the depth for a
PATRICIA is smaller than for regular tries. This leads us to conclude that the PATRICIA
trie is a better balanced trie than the regular trie.
We can offer further support of this claim in the symmetric ca.se. In particular, as shown
in [25], the difference in the variance for small alphabet is significant. For example, for bjnary
regular tries we have varD; = 3.507 ... while for binary PATRICIA varD?: = 1.000 ....
In fact, as proved in [17] the variance varD?: = 1.000000000000 ... (twelve zeros). We
note also that the difference becomes smaller for larger values of V, as expected. We can
also compare the limiting distribution for the depth in a PATRICIA trie with that for a
regular trie. From [12, 22] we know that the limiting distribution for a regular trie under a
symmetric alphabet is given by

(6)
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1.0

-~=f.C'-----t,-----+----l;---k----t,---t--- x

-2

-1

0

3

~

Figure 2: Comparison of distributions of tries and PATRICIA tries for V = 2.

A simple proof of this is given by Pittel [22J which proceeds as follows. First observe that

Pr{D n ::; k} = (1- v-k)n-l. By letting k = x + logvn and taking the Hmit as n --+ 00,
Pittel obtains the limiting distribution fT(V- x ) as given in (6), where jT(x) = e- x .
As easy to see from Figure 2 - which compares fT(2-;I;) and fP(2- X )

-

the probability

+ x is greater in a PATRICIA
Since the mean depth is logvn + 0(1) for both structures, this

of the depth of a randomly chosen key being at most logy n

trie than in a regular trie.

supports the conclusion that the PATRICIA trie is better balanced than the regular trie.

(iv) flow well is the PATRICIA balanced? A tree built over a V-ary alphabet is wellbalanced if (a) the average depth of a key is logv n

+ 0(1), (b)

the variance of the depth

is significantly smaller than the average depth, and (c) large derivations from the average
value are very unlikely. Many algorithms using trees need balanced trees (e.g., the extendible hashing algorithm [5]) to run efficiently, so often times these algorithms include a
costly rebalancing step. This rebalancing operation is customarily justified by the worstcase analysis. But our average case analysis shows that this costly operation seems to be
unnecessary since, with high probability, the tree is already balanced, that is, a random
shape of a PATRICIA trie resembles the shape of the well-balanced structure of a complete
tree [2]' In the symmetric case, we know that the expected depth of a PATRICIA trie is
logy n

+ 0(1) and its variance is 0(1), thus we can expect that the PATRICIA trie is well8

balanced. In the asymmetric case, we show that the limiting distribution for the depth h;
normal with mean lOAn +0(1) and variance H'lii3H2Iogn+0(1). The coefficient l/H in the
mean shows that the more asymmetric the distribution of the symbols is, the more skew the
PATRICIA trie is. However, the standard deviation is O(vrogn), so the PATRICIA trie is
still, on average, balanced. Efficiently preprocessing the asymmetric alphabet to obtain a
more symmetric alphabet will improve the balance of the PATRICIA trie.
(v) Poisson model. In the proofs of our theorems, we will also establish similar convergence
results for the Poisson model, in which the number of keys is not fixed but rather a random
variable distributed according to Poisson law. That is, in the asymmetric case, the depth of
a key in a PATRICIA trie with Poisson number of records, once normalized and centered,
is asymptotically normal. In the symmetric case, the limiting distribution is periodic with
period log V.

3. ANALYSIS
The primary focus of this section is the proof of our results. As mentioned earlier,
different approaches are necessary to compute the limiting distributions for the depth of
a PATRICIA trie in the symmetric and asymmetric cases. Before giving details of our
analysis, we briefly identify tools that are useful in manipulating the generating functions
defined in the previous section in both the symmetric and asymmetric cases. Then we will
prove Theorems 1 and 2 in the following subsections.
An important tool that will enable us to obtain asymptotic results is the Mellin trans-

form, an integral transform from complex analysis which is defined as follows [8J. Let F(x)
be a piecewise continuous function on the interval [0,00). If F(x) = O(x") for x

F(x) = O(x l1 ) for x

--+ 00,

--+

0, and

then the Mellin transform of F(x), denoted F'"(s), is defined for

any complex number s in the strip

-0

< R(s) < -(:J and

The importance of the Mellin transform is that it provides information concerning the
asymptotic behavior of a function F(x) around 0 and

00

through the poles of F'"(s). In

fact, the asymptotic expansion of F(x) is obtained directly from the poles of its transform

[81,
F(x) ~ ±

L

Res{F"(s)x-',s = it}

oE1{

where Res{f(s), s = a} is the residue or f(s) at s =

0

and 1t is the set of poles of F'"(s)

in the left (right) half-plane giving the asymptotic expansion as x
9

--+

0 (x --+

00).

A second tool of great importance will allow us to extract results for Dn(u), the ordinary generating function of the Bernoulli model, from the results for D(z,u), the Poisson
generating function. It is derived from Cauchy's integral formula which says that [lOJ

n!,
D n ()
U = 27l"Z

f (z, )'

dz
u e ----:j:I
zn

D

where the integration is taken over the circle of radius n centered at the origin. This formula
is used to derive the following important result.
Depoissonization Lemma. Let So be a cone So = {z : largzl < 8, 0 < 8 < 1r/2}. If for z

in the cone and z

-)0

00

ID(z,u)1 < Ihlzl'
for some PI,

E

(7)

> 0, and for z outside the cone So
(8)

for some 0 < a < 1 and a constant f12 > 0, then for large n, Dn(u) satwfier;
Dn(u) = D(n,u)
with

E

+ O(n'-l/')

(9)

< 1/2.

Proof. See Lemma 2 in [13J .•
This lemma gives us the conditions necessary to transform

OUI

Poisson model results into

those for the Bernoulli model, so we call it depowsonization lemma (in fact, (9) can be called
the inverse Poisson transform - see also [9] and [11]).
We now are prepared to present our proofs.
3.1 Asymmetric Case
In this section we will adopt the approach of Jacquet and Regnier [12], making necessary
changes required by the PATRICIA trie. At first, we give a rough plan of our analysis that
will lead to the proof of our main results. To get the limlting distribution for depth in
a PATRICIA trie under our Bernoulli model, we will begin by deriving its probability
generating function, Dn(u). Unfortunately, it is not easy to derive the limiting distribution
directly. However, we use the Poisson transform to compute the generating function D(z, u)
for the Poisson model in which the number of keys follows a Poisson distribution with
parameter z. This model is easier to analyze, since the number of keys in a left subtree
is independent of the number of keys in the right subtree. This is not so in the Bernoulli
model.
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Since we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the Poisson probability generating
function D(z,u), we make use of the Mellin transform. We also replace u by et where 1.
is complex. This will guarantee that each generating function in our sequence is analytic.
The limit function of a sequence of analytic function is again analytic, so all its derivatives
are well-defined. In this way, we will also get convergence in moments.
We then show the following limit where J.L(z) is the mean and a(z) is the standard
deviation for the Poisson model with parameter z, and

T

= iv for any real number v:

lim e-T~(Z)/I1(Z)D(z eT/ I1 (Z») = eT2 / 2 ,

z ..... OO

( 10)

'

which is a modification of the Goncharov's theorem (cf. [19] Chap. 1.2.10, Ex. 13). By
proving (10) we shall show that the depth in the Poisson model is asymptotically normal
with mean Jt(z) and variance a 2 (z). The next step is to extract from (10) information about
the Bernoulli model, that is to depoissonizate the above formula. We do this by applying
the depoissonization lemma to (10) and we obtain

lim e-T~n/l1n Dn(eT/rTn) = e'T 2/2
'_00

for all T = iv and

-00

< v < 00, where Dn(u) is the generating function of the depth Dn .

But, the above exactly resembles the Goncharov's theorem (cr. [19], Chap. 1.2.10, Ex. 13),
which states that a sequence of random variables D n with mean JLn and standard deviation
an approaches a normal distribution if the above holds. This way we shall prove Theorem
I.

Having this plan in mind, we present below some more details. Let .:ln be the set of all
possible PATRICIA tries of n keys from the alphabet A, and let T be a particular trie from

.:In. If S~ denotes the number of keys at depth k, then the generating function associated
with T is given by
00

5.(,,) ~

L

S~u'

k=o

where n is the number of keys in the trie. Note that the sum is actually finite since the
maximum depth in a PATRICIA trie is n - 1. Clearly, the following statements are true
when the left subtree Ta and right subtree T/J hold k and n - k keys, respectivel,Y, and OJ,k
is the Kronecker delta (Le., bj,k = 1, if j = k, OJ,k = 0 otherwise)
S.(u)~n,

S.(u)

~

u[S.(u) + S._.(u))

n~b

+ (1- u)(6.,. + 6._.,.)S.(u),
11

n > b.

We note tllat the above recurrence holds for a particular tree T in :Tn, so abusing notation
we should rather write S;f(u), but for simplicity of notation we avoid it. The leading factor
1t

must be present since the depth of a key in either

Ta or in 7/J is one less than its depth

in the trie T. The second term avoids one-way branching. For example, if k = 0, then the
right branch is a one-way branch and Sn(u) = uSn(u)

+ (1 -

u)Sn(u), which means that

the subtree begins at the root of T.
To simplify our notation, hereafter we will assume a binary alphabet, noting that our
derivation extends easily to any finite alphabet. We denote the probabilities of the symbols
WI

and

W2

as

11

and q, where p + q = l.

Averaging Sn over aU tries T in :Tn, we derive a new generating function Sn(u). Of
course, for n::; b, Sn(u) = n. Otherwise,

Here the sum in the first term ranges over k from 0 to n. We know that in a PATRICIA
hie, there are no one-way branches, thus we must subtract those terms from the sum.
However, it is possible that all n keys begin with the same symbol from A. This occurs
with probability pn + qn, and so we add tlus term. The last term in (11) is what makes the
analysis of the depth of the PATRICIA trie different from that of the regular trie.
Define S(z,u) = 2:~oSn(U).;Te-z, and note that S(z,u) is the generating function of
the depth in the Poisson model. Since Sn(1) = n, we see that for any z, S(z, 1) = z. Using
the relation in (11), we obtain the following functional equation

S(z,u) = u[S(pz,u) + S(qz,u)]
(1- u)[S(pz,u)e-"
where em(x) = 1 +x

+ (1- u)e-'ze,_,(z)+

+ S(qz,u)e- P'] + (u -

1).-'[pze'_I(pz)

+ qze'_I(qz)]

+... + xmjm!.

The generating function Dn(u) = SnJul is the probability generating fUllction [22] for the
depth of a leaf in a PATRICIA since the coefficient of uk is the probability that a randomly
chosen key in a randomly chosen trie T in :Tn is at depth k. Thus the Poisson generating
function for depth of a leaf is D(z, u) =

5(:,11)

and D( oz,1) = 1 for all a and z. (Note, in

Consequently we have
fact, D( z, u) = e- z 2:,,>0
_ Dn+l(u):;'.)
n.

D(z,u) = upD(pz,u)

(1- u)[D(pz,u)p'-"

+ uqD(qz,u) + (1- u)e-'e,_, (z)+

+ D(qz,u)qe- P'] + (u -1)e-'[pe,_,(pz) + qe,_,(qz)]
12

.

(12)

We have in (12) the functional equation corresponding to the Poisson generating function
for the depth in a PATRICIA trie. The first three terms give the functional equation for
the regular trie [12]. Since we are interested in its asymptotic behavior, we would like to
solve it. This, however, is too difficult, so we wlll use the Mellin transform to calculate the
asymptotics of D(z,u). Since the strip on which the Mellin transform of D(z,u) is defined
is empty, let D"'(s, u) be the Mellin transform of D(z,u) -1. Note that it is defined for all s
in the strip where -1 < R(.9) < 0. (In fact, it is defined on the larger strip -b < R(.9) < 0,
since as z

-+

0, D(z,u) - 1 = O(zb), and z

--+ 00,

D(z, u) - 1 = O(Zf) for some! > 0;

see Appendix. Subsequent integral computations require the smaller strip.) Computing
D"'(s, u) requires the evaluation of many integrals but ultimately we arrive at the following

(1- u)G'(s, u)

D'

(s, u) = 1- u(pl-3

where

G'(s,u) =

1,00 (pe-q'[D(pz,u) -

+ ql

(13)

3)

lJ + qe-P'[D(qz,u) - 1]) z·-ldz

f(s + b) '-1
. ~+I + q.i+l
_._.
+s(b_l)!-j;f(S+J)
j!
-f(s)(pq +qp)

(14)

Although (13) looks very much like that for regular tries in [12], it is, in fact, very different.
For regular tries G'"(s, u) is exactly the second term of (14), but in (13), we see that
D'"(s,u) is only implicitly given since G'"(.9,u) contains an integral depending on D(pz,u)

and D(qz,u). The analysis of D(z,u) is clearly more difficult in the case of PATRICIA tries
than in the case of regular tries.
Now, in order to prove (10), we let u = et , where t is complex. We want to evaluate the
asymptotics of D(z,et ) as t goes to

o.

We can recover D(z,e f ) from D"'(s,u) by evaluating

the integral
1
D(z,u) = -.2m

1-

1 2
/ +;0:>

z- 3 D"(s,u)ds

-1/2-ioo

This is the inverse Mellin transform [10]. We will use Cauchy's residue theorem to evaluate
this integral but first we must find the poles of the integrand. These correspond to the roots
of
( 15)

Now, following [12] we analyze the roots of (15) lying in the strip R(s) 5 1. We denote
them as Sk(t). Let also Rk(t) be the residues of

13

1

e1(pl] o+qI oJ

at these points for k = 0,

±1,±2, .... Then we can write D(z,et ) as follows:

D(z, e') = Ro(t)G'(so(t), e')(1 - e')z-"(') + (1- e') I: R,(t)G'(s,(t), e')z-·,('j + O(Z-l).
'¥o

(16)

Now we compute the components of (16) and we begin with so(t). Since (15) and the
following equation

are equivalent, we will solve above for so(t). First, expand both sides using a Taylor's series
up to terms of degree two. We then have

I-t + t'/2 + Ott') = 1+ llso(t) + H,so(t)'/2 +O(so(t)')

(18)

where H = -(plogp + q log q) and H2 = plog2 P + qlog 2 q. Since so(O) = 0, we can write

so(t) = at + bt' + O(t').

(19)

Substitute (19) into (17). Equating coefficients and solving for a and b we see that so(t) =

-ir+ ~

(tr -~) t + O(t
2

3

).

We also note that its residlle Ro(t)::;: -IIH +O(t).

Now, we are ready to show that (16) can be written as

(20)
for some constant A. We begin with the first term of (16). The behavior of Ro(t) and (l_e t )
when t -+ 0 has already been determined, so we continue by examining C"(so(t),e t ), which
is given here in an alternate form than (14).

G'(s,u) =

faoo (pe-q'[D(pz,u) -II + qe-"[D(qz,u) -

6-1

I _ (~+1

j=l

J.

+ I:r(s+j)
Near zero, r(z)::;: z-l - ,

(21) behaves as -ll It

+ O(z)

.,

+ qi+1)

I]) z'-'dz

-r(s)(pq-'+qp-').

and n- z ::;: 1- zlogn

+ O(z2).

(21)

Thus the last term of

+0(1) and the middle term behaves as a constant as t -+ O.

Finally

for the integral in (21) we note that, since D(az,e t ) is continuous and D(az,l) = 1, as
t

-+

0 we have D(az,e t ) - 1 _ 0 as t

-+

O. Therefore, the integral will converge to 0

provided that it converges uniformly. This can be shown to be true [10]. Thus, as t

-+

0,

G'(so(t),e') ~ Hit and Ro(t)G'(so(t),e')(I- e') ~ 1.
Finally, for the Poisson model it remains only to show that the sum in (16) above is
small when t is small. The proof of this is similar to that which appears in [12] and [14]. It
14

relies on showing that L'#o IR,(t)G'(,,(t),r')1 = 0(1) and that 31(,,(t)) ~ 'o(31(t)). This
implies that for some A > 0

which behaves as z-:R(so(t)) as t

-l'

O. Therefore, the sum in (16) contributes z-so(tlo(l),

giving (20). Writing (20) in a more convenient form, we have

D(z,r') = rxp

{~ logz - ~ [~

-

~~] "log z + Oft') logz} (1 + O(tlzl"')).

(22)

This directly leads to (10), that Is,

Hence, we see that the mean of the distribution of the Poisson model with parameter z is

JL(z) =

'iV' + 0(1) and its variance is a(z? = [li

-~] logz + 0(1).

Finally, to prove our main result for the Bernoulli model, we need to use our depoissonization lemma. But this requires to verify hypotheses (7) and (8). This is rather technical

and appears in the appendix. Then, we can compute DII(e t ) from (22) and (9), and by Goncharov's theorem, we prove that the limiting distributions of the Bernoulli model is normal
with mean J-ln. =

JOhn

+ 0(1) and variance u~ =

[IT -

*l logn+ 0(1). This completes the

proof of Theorem 1.
3.2 Symmetric Case

Notice that in the preceding analysis, when p = q = 1/2, the variance varDn. becomes

0(1) due to the fact that in tIllS case H 2 = H 2 = log2 V. Hence, from (22) we conclude
that the Goncharov's theorem cannot hold, and we need a little dlfferent analysis. More
precisely, the Mellin transform (13) in this case becomes

•
G·(s,u)
D (s , u) -- ""::'--""2"
1- ueslogV
The poles are all on the axls defined by R(s log V +logu) = O. Therefore, by the Mellin
inverse formula, we get
V

D(z,r') = z'/log
I V
og

[ G· (

')
-I--,r'

ogV

+ k#O
LG· (

t

::~~ ,r') z2ih/IOgV] + O(z-M)
(23)

with M as large as we want. Then from the depoissonization lemma, we have

Dn(r') = D(n,r') + O(n'-l/').
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This form for the limiting distribution in the symmetric is unsatisfying since it gives little
information except that the distribution is periodic with period 10gV. Thus we looked for
an alternative representation. From now on, we will consider the case where b = 1.
We begin another approach by again deriving the recurrence relation for Sn(u). This
really is the same as (20) except that p = q = I{2 as shown here:

E(~)

Sn(U) = U

T"{S,(u)

+ Sn_'(u)} + (1- u)T n2S,,(u)

(24)

We cannot solve the recurrence in (24) directly, so we define S(z, u) = 2:~=o Sn( u)~ as
we did before. This gives another recurrence

S(z,u) = 2S(z/2,u){ue'/2 - u + 1}
similar to that received in the asymmetric model. Finally, since Dn(u)

:= S"Ju)

(we define

Do(u) = 0), by deftning D(z,u) = S(z.~)e-~ we obtain the Poisson generating function for

the depth in a PATRlClA trie:

(25)
Iterating it and knowing that D(O, u) = 1, we are able to express D(z, u) as an infinite
product (d. [13])
00

D(z, u) =

II {e-'/2' + u(1- e-'i2')}

(26)

k=l

We will need this form of the generating function in order to prove our theorem. First we
will derive the limiting generating function.
We start with proving Theorem 2(1) concerning the limiting generating function of the
depth. Although (26) provides the generating function, it is difficult to extract information
concerning the distribution. However, since we are primarily interested in deriving a limiting
law, we can make use of the Mellin transform. We let l(z,u) = log(D(z,u)) and compute
its Mellin transform. Note that l(z, u) can be written as
00

I(z,u) = Llog[e-'i2'

+ u(1- e-'/2')J.

k=1

Let g(z,u) = log[e- Z

+ u(I -

e- Z )]. Using a special property of the Mellin transform

concerning harmonic sums (cf. [8]), r(s, u) can be computed as the product. of g'"(s, u) and
(2- k )-s. First we determine the strip on which g*(8, u) is defined. Notice that as

:z:::r=l
z

--+

0, g(z,u) = O(z) and as z

-+

oo,g(z,u) = 0(1). Thus, the Mellin transform of g(z,u),
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and therefore of l(z,u), is defined in the strip -1

< R(s) < O. Furthermore, using (3) to

compute g"'(s, u), we obtain

g·(s,u) =

-logu
+u(u)+O(s)
s

(27)

where a(1t) is defined as in (2). Finally, we have

l·(s,u) = 1

=' 2,g'(s,u)

(28)

Now that having 1-( s, u), we can use it to determine the asymptotic expansion of l( z, u).
By definition, the inverse Mellin transform is given by

I(z,u) = -1,

j-b+

2'lr1

iOO

-~-ioo

l"'(s,u)z-ilds

This integral can be computed using Cauchy's theorem on residues. Since we want the
expansion to hold for large values of z, we close the contour to the right, wHh the left
boundary as the line R(s) = -1/2. Our next step then is to identify the poles of the
integrand 1·(s, u)z-" with respect to S and determine their residues.
Clearly the only poles are those of l*(s,u). There are poles of multiplicity one at
Sk ;:;;

21l"ik/log2 for all integers k since 1 - 2""

= O.

But

So

= 0 is actually a double pole

since it also is a pole of 9-(S,U). The residues at the single poles sk,k
calculated and equal

9.{!;~,U)n-ilk. The residue associated with

So

"#

0, are easily

requires more work.

We begin this computation by expanding all factors of 1*(s,u)z-8. The expansion of

9*(S,U) is shown in (27). The other factors are then written as
2"

-1

1- 2' = slog2 -

1

2+ O(s)

(29)

and

(30)
Multiplying (27), (29) and (30) and taking the coefficient of l/s gives us the residue at

So,

namely -logz1~~; - [ro~uJ _lo§u]. We, therefore, can write

logu
og2

u(u)

logu
2

1"
LJg-(sk,u)n- ilk .
ag2 k:r!O

I(z,u) == logz-l- + -1- - - - + -Iog2

Finally D(z,u) = el(;,u). This gives us the Poisson generating function, so we have a
result for the Poisson model. From tIus we obtain the results far the Bernoulli model, the
generating function D..( u) of (1) by applying the depoissonization lemma from the previous
section. Of course, the hypotheses of the lemma must first be verified, but this is a simple
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variation of the proof that appears in the appendix. Thus, proof of part (i) of Theorem 2
is complete.
We have not yet obtained the limiting distribution which is our ultimate goal. Ordinarily
this can be found from Dn (u)/(1 - u) using Cauchy's integral formula [10]. However, we
cannot use this technique here since the expression we have obtained for Dn(u) does not
appear to be analytic within any circle about the origin, a necessary condition of Cauchy's
formula, due to the presence of logu. Therefore another approach is necessary to obtain
the limiting distribution for the depth in a PATRICIA trie. We can, however, compute all
moments from tills limiting generating function since all of its derivatives exist at u = 1.
Now we turn our attention to the limiting distribution and the proof of part (ii) of
Theorem 2. To show that D n -logzn can be written as the difference of the random variables
Xl and X z as defined in Theorem 2. Let GXI (u) and G X1( u) be their respective generating
functions and recall from probability theory [6] that GX 2 -X1 (u) = GX2 (u)G Xl (l/u). Clearly
then,

Gx,_x,(u) =

IDq'-i +u(l- qZ-i)JIHu-1qZi + (1- qZi)]
00

"

j~l

(31)

j~O

By applying the dcpoissonization lemma, we have D n (u) = D( n, u) + 0(1/ J1i). Using this
ill (26), dividing both sides of the result by u ko , and replacing e-n/Z~ by q, we have exactly

(31). This proves that asymptotically Dn -log2n = X2 - Xl·
To show the second part of Theorem 2, consider the functional equation of (25) and
define a new function F(z, u) = D( z, u)/(1 - u). The generating function F(z, u) is then

F(z,u) = uF(z,u)

+ e-,/zD(z/2,u)

For now we assume that u < 1. Iterating repeatedly and again using the fact that D(O, u) =

1,
00

F(z, u) =

L

u'e-'/z'+> D(z/2k+ 1 ,u)

(32)

k=O

Define Bnl(z) so that D(z,u) = 2::=0 Bm(z)u m. Then, substituting this into (32),
k

00

F(z,u) =

L

k=o

u'

L {Bm(z/2k+

1-

m)e-,/z·+>-m}

(33)

m=O

So, we can obtain the limiting distribution if we can compute B,n(z) for m ;::: O. To do
this, consider (26). The coefficient of um in the expansion of this product is exactly Bm(z).
Clearly then, with some algebraic manipulation, Bo(z) = e- Z and
00

B,(z) = e-'

LV/ z"
it=l
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-1)

00

B,(z) = e-'

,

I: {(e,I'"

00

-1)

I:

_

(e'IV' - In

i2=1,j2=!:il

il =1

Other Bm(z) for m > 2 are similar to B2(Z), having m sums with the condition that no two
j;'s are equal.
Again using the depoissonization lemma, F(n,u) = Dn(u)/(l- u) + O(n!-1/2), making

Pr{D n ~ k} =

k

L

Bm(n/2k+l-m)e-n/2k+l-m

m=O

Let k = log2n + x. Then
Pr{D" -log2n ~ x}::::;

!og2"+:r

L:

Bm (2-(:r+l-m))e- 2-(Z+1-m)

(34)

m=O

The proof of Theorem 2 is now complete.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix we prove that conditions of the Depoissonization Lemma hold for our
problem, and we can use the inverse Poisson transform to prove the limiting distribution
of PATRICIA for the Bernoulli model. Although the proof is written for the asymmetric
case, it also holds in the symmetric case. We start with the following proposition.
Proposition 1. For each ( > 0, there exists a neighborhood of 11 U(l), such that for aUu
in U(I), z

in S,

and

1'1 > 1

the following holds: ID(z, .)1 <

Izl',

Proof. LeL us define p such that p > land p(p1+! +ql+!) < 1- c, for some (' >

o.

Suppose

also that p > q. Let us choose A such that A > l/q and such that for z E Se and Izl ~ A
the foUowi ng holds

s

A} and for m natural Rm
{z,l < Iz] < A/pm}. An interesting fact is that z E Rm - Rm-1 implies qz E Ilm-1 and
pz E Rm-l. We prove our proposition by recursion on domains Rm n So. Since RtJ n So
is compact, D(z,l) = 1 and Izl! > 1, there is a neighborhood U(l) of 1 slIch that for all
Let lIS define a sequence of domains ~ = {z,l < Izi

u E U(l), z E

]ul

<p

Rn n So

the following holdsID(z,u)1 < Izl'. We can restrict to u such that

(by redefining U(l), if necessary).

Now let us suppose that for all z E

Rm n So

and for all u E V(l), Proposition 1 holds,

that is, ID(z,l)1 < Izl'. We will prove that the proposition is true for all z E
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Rm+l n So·

Let z E Rm+1 - Rm) n 5, and u in U(I). Then, by (12)

upD(pz,u) + uqD(qz,u)

D(z, u)

+ (1- u){D(pz,u)pe-" + D(qz,u)qe- P" + (e'_l(z) - pe._1(pz) - qe'_l(qz))e-") .
Rm n So,

Since pz and qz are in

ID(qz,u)1 <

Iqzl'.

we

caD

make use of the fact that ID(pz,u)1 <

Ipzl'

and

So,

< p(p1+' + q1+')lzl' + (1+ p){lpzl'ple-'"1

ID(z,u)1

+ Iqzl'qle-P"I + l{e'_l(z) According to the fact that

Izi > A and z

pe'_l(pz) - qe._1(qz))C"I) .

E 8(11 we can make use of the hypothesis about A:

ID(z,u)1 < (1- <')Izl' + <'Izl' =

Izl'

and this completes the induction step.•
To verify the second condition of the Depoissonization Lemma, we now need only to
check that D(z,u) outside cone So does not grow faster than exponential. We prove this

below.

Proposition 2. There exists a

z ¢ So and

Izi > 1 implies

< 1 and a neighborhoodU(l) of 1 such that for all u E U(l),

that ID(z,u)erl

$lzl'e a1rl .

Proof. Essentially we have cosB < a: < 1 because

le'"'l

= e~(=) ~ eeo~OI%1 for z not in So·

e

Let 8 be the complementary set of So in the complex plane. Let us choose A > 0 such
that A > Ijq and such that for z E So and Izi

Using the domains

Rm

~

A the following holds

as defined in the previous proof, we can establish Proposition 2

.Rm n So.

by the mathematical induction on domains

Since the above sets are compact,

D(z, l)e'" = e"', and Ie'" I < Izl(en-1z1, there exists a neighborhood U(l) such that for all u in
U(I) and z E.Ro n So' the following holds: ID(z,u)eZI $lzl~en-I"'l.
Now, let us suppose that the property is true on
holds for m

D(z, u)e'"

+ 1.

Let

Z

E (1lm+I - Rm) n

Rm n So, and we will prove that it also

So with u in U(l). Then by (12) we have

upD(pz,u)e'" + uqD(qz,u)e=

+ (1- u){D(pz,u)pe''' + D(qz,u)qeF + [e'_l(z) - pe._1(pz) - qe'_l(qz))) .
20

Therefore, taking into account the mathematical induction hypotheses, that is, ID( az, u)e-azi <
lazlce«a1z l with a either p or q, we finally obtain

ID(z,u)eZI

< {ppl+feClpIZlieqZllzlf + pql+feO'qlzqePzllzlf} + E'lzlfeO'lzl
::;

(ppl+f

+ pql+f)lzlfeClI:1 + E'lzlfeO'lzl ::; IzlfeCllzl

and this completes the proof of Proposition 2, an.d also verification of hypotheses (8) and
(8) in the Depoissonization Lemma.•
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